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Technical Committee No. 3: Documentation and graphical symbols

Subcommittee 3B: Documentation

Report to the Kyoto meeting

1 Liaison issues

1.1 IEEE PES
During the last year contacts have been established  with IEEE PES, Mr. Gary Engman, Chairman of the
Power Engineering Society, in the US. He proposed to have both a liaison with the IEEE PES and IEC TC99
“Engineering”.

Apart from the liaison, IEEE PES is further interested in a project, brought forward last year to IEC TC 99,
but not accepted due to widely overlapping with IEC SC3B’s Standards. IEEE PES plans to reconsider its
original proposal in the light of IEC SC3B’s comments. It is not clear where (IEC TC99 or SC3B) the issue
will be run. A consistent set, fitting into the IEC 61346 series etc. would probably also be welcomed by
CIGRE. I recommended to establish the liaisons.

1.2 ISO TC46
During discussion in the JWG15 it has been decided to consider the archiving requirements within its
framework, but neither to implement an information model nor data element type collection within the part 2
of 62045. The archiving issue is for its own a very ambiguous project, which should be done for resource
reasons together with ISO TC46. Therefore information has been sent to the Secretary, Mr. Peter Treseder
at Standards Australia..

I recommend to establish such official liaison for this series. However it may be to early to decide whether
the issue “archiving” may result in a commonly run new JWG project.

As a general issue it is proposed to provide links on our homepage to all committees in liaison, if
counterparts are available.

1.3 IEC TC 65
Due to the planned update of IEC 61175, the liaison with TC65 needs to be enforced. IEC 61175 is the
common key between the industrial device automation world TC 65 and the horizontal documentation world
of TC3. The object signal is the item of common interest. Therefore it is of vital interest that both items
come together in an interoperable, compatible way. There are other issues as well, e.g. update of IEC
60848.

2 Numbering of documents within ISO/IEC JWG’s
During discussion within JWG15, it was requested to assign generally one single number for projects
resulting from a JWG, independently under which responsibility the project is run. Actually parts 1 through 3
of 62045 are run under the responsibility of IEC.

ISO TC10 is willed to run under their responsibility a further project within this series, which would force IEC
to change the actual identification to 82045.

As a result – any numbering needs to be independent of the responsible organisation.
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3 Conformance requirements in standards
Most of the standards released by SC3B (61346, 1355, ...) need to be implemented in software systems (E-
CAD, M-CAD, PDM , MRP, ...) before we can use them in industrial practice. This leads to the conclusion
that- besides the issue which will be discussed at the workshop – we have to come up in future with
provisions to get our standards quicker realized in the relevant IT-systems - and in parallel - to provide
information in our standards, how it should be done.

Apart of product standards which normally very soon get implemented as software or software/hardware
combinations even before the publication of the standard, the issue to do the same for horizontal standards
is not widely spread..

A separate clause titled “Conformance” is therefore needed in a standard. This clause should provide a
modular upwards compatible approach for the implementation of software, and specify the conditions under
which an implementation is conform to the referred standard.

Very often the implementation in “a single stroke” may be too risky, to expensive for small and medium-
sized enterprises (SME). In the context of our applications, the relevant SW-houses are such SMEs.

  Therefore a modular approach is recommended, which will facilitate the implementation of standards and
provide the possibility of using the standard in practice. In that context the SW-houses need our advice.

4 Checklist for convenors, project-leaders and editors of documents
Due to the own experience in the past, newcomers in this field as well as experienced editors, often forget
issues to be considered when writing standards, which provide later changes.

The ISO/IEC directives Part 3 provide valuable input – but not enough. CO does not see further general
requirements, but did not exclude  further needs for specific committees. Therefore I have started to write a
checklist, which provides a little more help to  writers of standards, which after co-ordination, should be
made available as standing document – simply in order to built-in better quality into a standard – and not to
test / comment the quality later.

5 Support for contractual issues
When discussing contracts and claims, you often find that either nothing or something non-consistent with
International Standards is said about the documentation to be supplied by customers, suppliers,
subsuppliers; which  documentation standards shall be used etc. If such issue is missing in a contract
between customer and client, it will result normally in difficulties and additional costs reducing the business
profit. Here it is recommended to provide a proposal text for inclusion within a contract. It could also be a
standing document.

6 Use of standards / Return of investment
Some comments resulting from the maintenance enquiries (IEC 1175 etc.) were quite surprising. Therefore
the following comments are planned to serve as input for our upcoming discussion during the Workshop:

I still think that the work of writing standards is driven by industrial needs, or at least it should be (there are
also other reasons as well). Allow me therefore some questions to hit the point:

There were comments from national committees: ...not known, not used in practice, we don’t know the
purpose  of the standard, or similar..

- Why are we then spending resources (time/money) on standards, if we do not know the purpose, if we
do not support or initiate its start in practice?

- Was then the development of the standard invain? Or does such comment reflect the missing
knowledge where the standard is for or where it is applicable?

- According to my opinion it is not the task of IEC getting a standard started in practice; is it not be the
task of the industrial representatives, who need the standard in practical use in order to pay back the
former investments made?

- It is simply not enough to have a standard as a document. This may even not be enough for a NC or the
CO; as they make no turnover, if a standard is not used.
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- If no activities are made to implement and use the standard, then it would have been better not to have
prepared the standard – as this would have saved the companies quite a lot.

As a first result I propose to establish two issues: a yearly Report from all NCs what has been done and what
is planned to be done implementing standards and how to boost its use.

F. Reuter, Chairman of SC3B


